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Abstract
Developing student teachers to become confident and effective professionals is a central aim of teacher education programmes. Developing understanding of student-teacher agency - the ways in which student teachers actively participate in their learning - has the potential to inform programme development. Working in the context of a blended learning Professional Graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE) programme, the research presented here aimed to develop understanding of student-teacher agency, with the purpose of informing programme development. Deepening our understanding of the student teacher experience enabled critical reflection on the design and delivery of the programme, informing our developments.

Taking a narrative stance, data were generated from fifty-three student teachers, during a discussion activity in which they reflected on their experiences during the PGDE year. Analysis utilised Priestley, Biesta and Robinson’ (2015) framework for Teacher Agency. Findings suggested that student teachers’ peripheral positioning, to the community of professional teachers, influences their approach to their own learning during the PGDE year. Findings directly informed the development of programme structures. Deeper understanding of student-teacher agency has informed our practice in a blended learning environment: Understanding these aspects of the student-teacher experience has the potential to inform the development of programmes utilising different methods of delivery.

Introduction
Developing student teachers to become confident and effective professionals is a central aim of teacher-education programmes. As teacher educators we are keen to enable our students to become agentive professionals, who can contribute meaningfully to the profession. The research presented here informed the development of effective and enabling programme structures on a teacher-education programme, based in a distributed university in Scotland. Using the theoretical framework of ecological agency (Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; Priestley, Biesta & Robinson, 2015) the study explored the ways in which student teachers engaged with the programme during their college-based learning on a one-year professional graduate diploma (PGDE) programme.

Research on teacher agency has highlighted the differing ecologies in which teachers practise (Priestley, Biesta & Robinson, 2015). As teacher educators we are able to shape certain aspects of the ecology in which student teachers practise. Focusing on programme structure this research study has formed part of an ongoing critically reflective approach to the development of our programme. Developing our understanding of student-teacher agency has enabled us to design effective programme structures to support student teachers.
The programme from which this research drew evidence utilised blended delivery across a geographically disparate group of student teachers. The online space of the programme acted as a central point for programme activity, structuring the college-based aspects of the programme. Staff and students were unevenly distributed across six physical locations. The distributed nature of the programme presented potential issues for student-teacher interactions with both peers and university staff. However, it also provided an opportunity to utilise technology to enable connections across the cohort, the variety of local contexts potentially enriching learning opportunities through such connections.

While the research aimed to inform programme development across the whole programme, the use of the agency framework enabled observation of individual student engagement. The research presented here suggested that student teachers are positioned differently to teachers and this is reflected in the enactment of agency. For the student teacher, being agentive requires engagement with the entry requirements of the profession as student teachers are located in a peripheral position when compared with experienced teachers who have been the focus of research on teacher agency (Philpott and Oates, 2016; Priestley, Biesta & Robinson, 2015; Riveros, Newton & Burgess, 2012). These findings have implications for programme design and development.

**Context**
Student teachers involved with this research were studying a Professional Graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE) at a geographically disparate university in Scotland. The PGDE was delivered, through a blended learning model, to students in six different physical locations. The numbers of students in each location varied from three to twenty-six. The programme utilised a blended delivery model, using video conferencing (VC), online learning and face-to-face activities. The learning materials and activities were designed to open up spaces for dialogue between students across the cohort and enable critical and collaborative engagement with the course materials.

The programme had been developed through a process of critical reflection (Coker, 2015). The online space (a combination of a Blackboard learning management system (LMS) and Mahara e-portfolio platform), at the time of the research, was structured to reflect the multi-faceted role of teachers:

- Collaborative Practice - Mondays
- Enquiry and Practice - Midweek
- Reflective Practice - Thursdays
- Professional Practice – Fridays

Activities relating to each of these facets were delivered through video-conferencing (VC) lectures and workshops (on Monday, Thursday and Friday), individual work and group seminars in the LMS (Midweek), and structured triad activities and group tasks in local face-to-face groups (Monday and Thursday afternoons). The midweek online seminar groups were spread across different physical locations, and facilitated through the online space. This structure was designed to introduce, and guide students on an inward trajectory, to the community of practice (Wenger, 1998) of teaching. It modelled a socio-cultural philosophy which aligned with current curriculum philosophy (The Scottish Government, 2004). Knowledge was approached as active, as participation rather than acquisition (Sfard, 1998). Student teachers were perceived as ‘becoming’ teachers, situating their learning firmly within a cultural context (Bruner, 1996; Seely-Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989).

The programme required student teachers to meet the standard for provisional registration (SPR): a requirement of Scottish student teachers. To be employed in Scotland teachers must be registered with the General Teaching Council of Scotland (GTCS). Meeting the SPR is a requirement of registration. The SPR was understood, in the context of programme development, as representing the
current educational narrative (Philpott, 2014); it presented the values and beliefs of the professional community into which the students were entering. The structure of the SPR - starting with Social Justice - situated the script within the historical context of Scottish Education. The on-going updating of the standards reflected the evolution of the professional community. The standard reified the values and beliefs of the professional community but was itself situated historically, and thus not objective.

**Aims of the Research**

The research aimed to develop understanding of student-teacher agency in order to inform the development of programme structures. Student teachers are positioned at the beginning of their professional journeys; the PGDE year marking the entry into their teaching careers. By developing our understanding of the ways in which student teachers actively engaged during the college-based aspects of the programme we theorised we would be able to develop our understanding of their emerging agency (Priestley, Biesta & Robinson, 2015) and associated enabling and constraining factors. This would enable us to develop effective programme structures which supported student teachers to become agentive and effective professionals.

**Agency**

Agency, in the context of this research, was defined as ‘active participation’ on the part of the student teacher. Teacher agency has been explored in relation to teachers’ professional learning (Philpott and Oates, 2016), and professional practice (Priestley, Biesta & Robinson, 2015, Priestley, Biesta, Philippou and Robinson., 2015; Riveros, Newton & Burgess, 2012). The most frequently used ‘conceptualisation of agency’ (Philpott and Oates, 2012: 2) has been that of Emibayer & Mische (1998) in which agency was defined as emerging from the chordal triad or past, present and future experiences. Developing this sociological framework Priestley, Biesta & Robinson (2015) presented an ecological model for teacher agency (Figure 1.). Agency was seen to emerge from the interaction of teachers past histories, future orientations and current context.

---

**Figure 1.** Ecological model for teacher agency (Priestley, Biesta & Robinson 2015).
The current research used this model as a framework to explore student-teacher agency. However, there are some differences between student teachers and teachers. In terms of past experiences teachers have a professional history as a teacher. Student teachers have a vast array of histories of participation (Wenger, 1998), some within professions other than teaching, some who have yet to enter a profession. In regards to future orientation - the projective aspect - students aim to pass the PGDE and probation year and then enter a teaching career: the short term future is a shared experience. Therefore, student teachers differ from teachers in the diversity of their past experiences – being from a range of different professions - and the shared aims – in relation to passing their probation year - in the projective element. Teachers in Priestley, Biesta & Robinson (2015) study had a range of past experiences and future aspirations, but these were located in the same professional community, as they were all practising teachers.

As teacher educators we approached the research with a vested interest in the practical-evaluative aspect, the current context. We were interested to explore how elements of the current context, which we had designed, enabled student-teacher agency. In designing the initial programme structures our focus was on the material aspects of the practical-evaluative element. The programme structures reflected our own understanding and were both implicitly and explicitly informed by our cultural values and beliefs. In structuring the week around the multi-faceted notion of teacher identity the programme structures reflected the discourses of the educational community in which we, as teacher educators, participated.

We were reflexive in approaching the research, as we were aware of our vested interest in certain aspects of potential findings. Acknowledging this we designed the research methodology to listen to students and observe, but with an understanding that we had our own opinions in regards to which parts of the PGDE programme we felt would be most cognisant to the development of agency. The results of the research highlighted aspects we had not considered. For ethical reasons we did not share the research with the wider teaching team until the particular group of students had graduated. All students took part in the research as part of a residential week in the thirty-third week of a forty-two week year. Following the residential, student teachers would complete a final teaching placement and return to college for two weeks at the end of the programme. Permission was gained and any students who did not consent were identified and their contributions were removed from the data.

**Methods and Methodology**

Evidence was collected using a discussion-based mapping activity. This was part of a group task which students took part in during a residential week. Fifty-three students, from a cohort of sixty, took part and gave us permission to collect data. This enabled us to collect data from all students, using a format they were familiar with. This was at once a pragmatic and methodological decision. Pragmatically the activity fitted easily into the programme residential. Methodologically we were able to collect data co-constructed by students as they discussed the questions they had been asked. The data itself contained a layer of member checking in its creation through small group dialogue.

Students worked in small groups; these were established groups through which students engaged weekly in reflective activities. Each group was given a ‘triad map’ (Figure 2.) and asked to discuss their experiences of the programme and fill in the map as they did so. The triad maps were perceived as the co-construction of a narrative. The use of established groups enabled familiarity; students were comfortable to engage in reflective conversations.
Figure 2. Triad Map: students completed in groups of three.

Discussing their experiences, each member of the group was given a different coloured pen and asked to write on the map. The dialogic nature of this process was reflected in the nature of the evidence; students added their agreement to each other’s comments. The process was similar to a focus group in that it provided ‘a response to specific situations in context’ (Freeman, 2006: 494). Students were asked to share their experiences of the year within the context of the programme, working with the peers who had experienced it with them. The map (fig ii) was used to structure the dialogue. The dialogic aspect of this, the supporting discussion, was seen to work to co-construct a shared understanding of the experience and in doing so highlight issues salient to the group. The subsequent analysis enabled identification of themes, metaphors and plotlines (Clandinin, 2007).

Taking a reflexive approach the researchers acknowledged they were actively teaching on the programme. Neither of the researchers participated in placement or pastoral aspects of the programme. As the programme was ongoing at the point of evidence collection it was acknowledged that student teachers may have shaped their discussions on what they perceived we were looking for. The activity was introduced as part of our ongoing research and clearly presented as having no relation to assessment. There was, however, a power differential in our relationship with students as we would be marking student teachers’ final assessments enabling them to pass the programme. The use of small familiar groups for discussion and an activity which was congruous with ongoing programme tasks was designed to enable the collection of evidence which was as little affected by these issues as possible.

The triad maps were engaged with iteratively. On first reading the prominence of people in the PGDE year circle was noted; ‘Mentor teacher feedback and support’, ‘Family’, ‘Our Triad’, ‘PAT’ (Personal academic tutors) appeared repeatedly. One researcher typed up each of the maps and aligned the comments with each student, creating a list of anonymised comments for each student for each of the three elements of the map. The process of typing up the comments enabled the researcher to...
further immerse herself in the data. Wordclouds for each element were created and notes were made in response to these. Comments were then coded. Priestley, Biesta & Robinson (2015) framework for teacher agency was developed, through discussions with a second researcher, into a coding scheme (Table 1). Using the coding scheme all comments, from all students, were coded by a single researcher.

**Table. 1.** Coding framework developed from Priestley, Biesta & Robinson’s (2015) framework for teacher agency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecological Agency (Priestley, M, Biesta, G and Robinson, S, 2015)</th>
<th>Coding Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iterational – History of participation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Histories</td>
<td>LH – comments relating to family, leisure activities, friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Histories</td>
<td>PH – comments relating to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practical Evaluative – PGDE programme</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>CUL – Comments relating to ideas, values or beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas, values, beliefs, discourses, language</td>
<td>SOC – Comments relating to relationships or people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>MAT – Comments relating to programme content, physical or digital environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Structures (relationship roles, power, trust)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Projective – Future Career</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short term</td>
<td>ST – Comments relating to short term career aspirations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term</td>
<td>LT – Comments relating to long term career aspirations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data were approached qualitatively, as an observation of the student experience. The coding of the triad maps enabled data to be visualised which enabled the examination of the created narrative; enabling the researcher to ‘look for what is happening, what are the main features that are being reported’ (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2013: 583).

**Results**
The triad maps were coded using the coding framework (Table 1.). In relation to the iterative element a variety of previous experience was observed. This suggests that student teachers bring a variety of skills and experiences to the PGDE.
Figure 3. Wordcloud presenting data from the iterative element of the triad map.

The experiences presented were relevant to the predominant narratives of the professional community. Students referred to languages at a time when this was central to policy developments. They referred to relevant skills such as management and to experiences related to working with children. Students brought a variety of life history and professional history with them. They referred to both life and professional experience when reflecting on the iterative aspect of agency.

Comments relating to the Practical-Evaluative aspect of agency suggested that the structural-relational - social structures and relationship roles - aspect was central (Figure 3.). Fifty-two out of fifty-three students identified people as having supported them through their PGDE year.

Figure 4. Coding of Practical-Evaluative aspect of student-teacher agency.
Cultural factors such as placements and experientials were identified by thirty-nine students. Three students identified the standard for provisional registration (SPR). Twenty-seven identified material aspects such as content or resources. One student mentioned a physical setting. This suggested that from the student perspective, relationships with others, particularly school based professionals and peers, were of most value during their PGDE year.

**Figure 5.** Coding of people who were identified as supporting students during PGDE year.

Staff on placement and peers were identified as being the most supportive. Students had individual interviews throughout the year with their PAT – Personal Academic Tutor – who was the third most supportive person identified. PATs worked with students on a one-to-one basis with interviews following each placement. The focus on placement staff and peers could suggest a future orientation as these are the relationships which will continue into students’ teaching careers. They are also potentially the most authentic discourses in relation to the professional practice student teachers are entering. Students were aiming to become teachers and so valued interactions with teachers (Figure 5). The cultural values and beliefs of the professional community, the ways of ‘being’, were perhaps most clearly visible through the school based professionals.
Twenty-three out of fifty-three students identified the structural groups in which they had worked in college – triads, collaborate group (online seminar group) and local groups – as supporting them. Ten students mentioned their Collaborate (online seminar) groups. This suggests that the dialogic activities - which were put in place to enable dialogue - were partly successful. However, it also suggests that students valued one-to-one interactions more than group dialogue. Their role in the teacher-mentor and PAT dialogue was different to that in the structured dialogue – teacher-mentor and PAT interactions were one-to-one and potentially held a more validating role. This potentially reflected the peripheral position of the students in relation to the professional community of teachers.

In the projective element (fig. vii), there was less variety than in the iterative and practical-evaluative elements. The focus of student’s projections – what type of teacher they wanted to become – was largely humanistic. Reflection and enquiry, which were key aspects of the programme, did not feature here. The qualities of a teacher were focused on - rather than skills or people.

Figure 6. Wordcloud presenting data from the projective element.

**Discussion**

Developing our PGDE programme the focus of our initial design had been on the material aspects of the practical-evaluative element; identifying resources and structuring the environment in which students were working (fig. i). Being a blended programme the online architecture had been the focal point through which we had presented the programme. The physical spaces in which student teachers participated varied due to the multi-campus nature of the programme. As teacher educators we had created an online setting which utilised the resources we deemed important to the development of student teachers. Developing our understanding of student-teacher agency led us to consider the iterational and projective elements of agency, and highlighted the value of relationships, and the social structures of the practical-evaluative element. These considerations informed developments to the existing programme structures.

Student-teachers’ reflections on the iterational element of agency –as presented on the triad maps – suggested that, for student teachers, agency emerged as a process of ‘becoming’. The experiences student teachers bought with them to the PGDE programme varied widely. The elements they shared on the triad maps demonstrated awareness of the cultural narrative of teaching (Philpott, 2014): awareness of the values and beliefs of the professional community into which they were entering. Student teachers, by this point in the year, were aware of the salient aspects of their experience, and how they aligned with the professional practice into which they were entering. The implications of this finding for programme development focused on the spaces we provided for reflection. If agency
involved actively aligning one’s previous experiences with the professional values and beliefs of the professional community how could we further support this? Student teachers engaged in this process implicitly on placements and through engagement with assignments. Focusing on this, on what students ‘did’ (Priestley, Biesta, Philippou & Robinson., 2015), we re-visited the spaces we had created for reflection - a reflective journal and the reflective triad discussions - and built in structured reflective activities which engaged with previous experiences.

The shared nature of student teachers’ aspirations, the projective element, suggested that student teachers’ aspirations were shielded, to an extent, by their ‘entry’ into the professional community. Rather than aspiring to different roles within the professional community student teachers were perhaps focused solely on entering the community. The focus on ‘fun’ (Figure 6.) suggested aspirations of teachers, reflective of a position outwith the professional community. In interviews at the beginning of the year aspiring student teachers had expressed similar aspirations. From a programme perspective the student teachers had not engaged with the critically reflective and enquiry-based aspects of teacher identity, which were integral to the learning outcomes of the programme. This highlighted the complexity of the relationship between socio-cultural context and the individual engagement (Philpott and Oates, 2016). While it was clear that past experiences had been aligned to the values and beliefs of the professional community, future aspirations were not aligned with the learning outcomes of the programme. As teacher educators these outcomes were aspects of practice we aspired to for our graduates to take into their professional lives. We therefore reflected on the connections between student-teacher aspirations and the development of critical enquiry skills. As part of the PGDE, student teachers engaged with a school-based enquiry; informed by these research findings this was developed to engage more explicitly with professional development. The choice of topic for the enquiry was decided through a reflective activity in which student teachers engaged with the feedback they had, from their placement reports, about their own professional development. Using the SPR as a framework, student teachers identified areas of practice most relevant to their own professional development, thus making salient the link between programme learning outcomes and future professional development. The use of the SPR, the narrative template of the professional community (Philpott, 2014), embedded the values and beliefs of the professional community within the context of the PGDE programme, aligning future aspirations more explicitly with current activities.

Relationships were identified as important to student teachers during their PGDE year. Students had identified a number of people who supported their development over the PGDE year (Figure 5). As well as class teachers and mentors, peers were identified as important. Within a geographically disparate cohort, students’ access to each other was varied. The online seminar (Collaborate) groups had been developed following a critical review of the programme (Coker, 2015). The review had identified dialogic participation patterns in the online space aligning to student success. Engaging in dialogue with the wider cohort, as well as local peers, had been observed to correlate with success in assignments. The online groups were introduced to support the development of a dialogic approach within the online setting, encouraging student teachers to engage in dialogue across the cohort, as well as in their local groups. This reflected current approaches to teacher learning, in which collaborative activities were utilised to enable learning communities to develop (Philpott & Oates, 2016; Riveros, Newton & Burgess, 2012). The visibility of the Collaborate groups, in the current research, suggested that the online groups had enabled student teachers to engage in cross-campus dialogue, and were themselves aware of the value of this. The relational aspects of online dialogue are a focus of continuing research.

The current research highlighted the different types of relationships which supported student teachers. We had focused on developing peer dialogue as part of an emphasis on student teachers taking ownership of their learning, actively involving themselves in the construction of understanding. From the student-teacher perspective the most important relationships were those where they could
access the professional community of practice, the relationships which were aligned with their future aspirations. Relationships of this kind could be observed as conduits to professional capital (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2012). These relationships also had uneven power relationships. Student teachers were positioned through them as students rather than teachers, the uneven power role both enabling validation of the student teacher and highlighting their peripheral position on the edge of the professional community. Validation by those within the community potentially supported an inward trajectory.

Understanding student-teacher agency in relation to their positioning on the periphery of the professional community enabled us to reflect on how we can best support our student teachers. Aligning tasks explicitly with ongoing professional development, and reflecting on what student teachers brought with them, has enabled us to support their emerging agency. Rather than supporting student teachers to take ownership of the standard for provisional registration (SPR) we now approach the SPR as the entry way into the professional community and work with student teachers to reflect on and develop the skills they need to gain entry. The relationships involved in entering the professional community are now the focus, as much as the development of the skills and identity required. Being a blended programme, consideration of the ways in which the online space mediated relationships during the PGDE year is of interest. Working online has the potential to support rurally-based and geographically disparate groups of student teachers. Engaging with the ways in which online spaces mediate the relationships involved will further enable us to develop our own practice and best support the student teachers we are working with. This is the focus of the next stage of our ongoing critical enquiry. As well as using the programme to develop student teachers’ skills and individually enable them to enter the professional community, we also need to focus on the relational aspects of practice and consider how we can support these. As teacher educators supporting the development of student-teacher agency is as much about supporting relationships as it is about supporting individuals.

Conclusions
Developing our understanding of student-teacher agency has informed the development of our programme structures. Enabling student teachers to become confident and effective professionals is a central aim of our programme. Working in a blended learning environment, consideration of student-teacher agency has enabled us to consider all aspects of the practical-evaluative element (Figure 1.), Priestley, Biesta & Robinson, 2015). The relational aspects of student teachers’ ecological conditions, the relationships they engaged in, were highlighted by our critical reflections. The design of the PGDE programme had focused on the material - resources and environment - and cultural - discourses, values and beliefs – aspects of the practical-evaluative element. Further developments will consider the relationships within which student-teachers participate, and the complex relationship between the ecology, which we can to an extent shape, and the participation of individuals, whose agency emerges from the chordal triad of past experience, current ecology and future aspirations (Emibayer & Mische, 1998). The structural, relational aspects of student teachers’ ecological conditions are as important as the material; resources and environment, and cultural; discourses, values and beliefs, in relation to programme design and development. Understanding these aspects of the student-teacher experience has the potential to inform the development of programmes utilising different methods of delivery.

Student teachers potentially value the validating role of unequal power relationships due to their awareness of their peripheral position of the professional community of teachers. Awareness of this enables programme structures to be designed which acknowledge and support these relationships so that they are meaningful and effective in supporting student teachers’ developing professional identity.
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